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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0041248A2] 1. Device for burnishing a cylindrical workpiece surface (4) comprising a burnishing tool (3) which may be constructed as
tool for burnishing inner cylinder surfaces or as tool for burnishing outer cylinder surfaces, the burnishing tool (3) having a shaft (17) with a cone (6)
constructed hollow in a burnishing tool for outer surfaces and with a cage (9) mounted coaxially with respect to the cone (6) and axially moveable
relative to the cone, the cage having conical burnishing rollers (10) mounted radially moveable in the slots (8) of the cage and moveable on rolling
contact on the conical cone (6) surface (7) facing the cylindrical workpiece surface ; comprising a drive system causing a relative rotation and axial
movement of cone (6) and workpiece (5) ; and comprising a positioning system automatically moving cone (6) and cage (9) in accordance with a
predetermined constant rolling pressure axially with respect to one another, the cone (6) of the burnishing tool for inner surfaces also being hollow
and the dimensioning of the wall thickness of the cone (6) allowing for a deformation of the wall by the rolling pressure somewhat beyond the cone
side (25) not facing the cylindrical workpiece surface, a deformation sensor (24) being positioned at this cone side (25), the output signal of the
sensor being applied to one input terminal of a comparator (29), the other input terminal of which being supplied by an adjustable desired value
generator (30) and the magnitude of the relative axial movement of cone (6) and cage (9) by the positioning system in response to the comparator
output signal results from a balance between the output signal of the deformation sensor and the desired value, characterized in that the cone (6)
is connected with a deplacement transducer (37), that the desired value generator (30) includes a desired value correcting unit (39) and a base
desired value generator (38) for generating a base desired value of the rolling pressure, that the output terminal of the deplacement transducer
(37) is connected to an input terminal of the desired value correcting unit (39), that the output terminal of the desired value correcting unit (39) is
connected to the desired value input terminal of the comparator (29), that the desired value correcting unit (39) corrects the base desired value (Sg )
and applies the corrected desired value (Sk ) to the comparator (29).
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